
Let the edge app vendor and 4G/5G operator 
negotiate the charging data volume
Ø Rather than today’s operator-centric charging
Ø Loss-selfishness cancellation: Game-

theoretical approach to let selfishness and 
loss-induced gaps cancel out each other

Ø Proof-of-Charging (PoC) is constructed and 
digitally signed for mutual trust

Three provable properties
ü Correctness: Always-bounded charging gap, 

and no gap if edge and operator are rational 
ü Latency friendliness: No blocking of delay-

sensitive edge traffic
ü Public verifiability: Any independent 3rd party 

(e.g., FCC or court) can verify the charging

The cellular traffic is not free!
Ø Edge app pays 4G/5G operator by data usage

Data charging gap (thus over-/under-billing):
The operator and edge app vendor may not 

agree on how much data should be paid

Causes of the gap
Ø Data loss by intermittent wireless, mobility, 

congestions, SLA violation, and many more.

Ø Selfish charging claims by 4G/5G operator 
(over-billing) or edge app vendor (under-billing)

The charging gap can be amplified in the edge
Ø UDP-based delay-sensitive edge traffic is 

vulnerable to the data loss
Ø Heavy data usage in some edge applications
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Intelligent cellular edge
Ø Low-latency service anywhere, anytime
Ø Powered by 4G/5G cellular networks
Ø Active standardization and early adoption
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Charging gap: what & why
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Our solution: TLC
Trusted, Loss-tolerant Charging

Bridging the Data Charging Gap in the Cellular Edge SIGCOMM ’19, August 19–23, 2019, Beijing, China
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Figure 5: TLC overview.
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Figure 6: TLC intuition.
Table 1: Notations in TLC

c 2 [0, 1] Pre-de�ned charging weight for the lost data (in the data plan)
T Charging cycle in data plan: T = (Tstar t , Tend )

x̂e , x̂o Ground truth of edge-sent/network-received usage: x̂e � x̂o
xe , xo The data usage claimed by the edge and operator
x̂ Ground truth of the usage to be charged: x̂ = x̂o + c · (x̂e � x̂o )
x The negotiated usage in TLC

K+e , K�
e Edge application vendor’s public/private key pair

K+o , K�
o Cellular operator’s public/private key pair

ne , no Nonces from the edge and operator
se , so The edge and operator’s message sequence number

to minimize their payment to the operator. We assume the data
can be arbitrarily lost from physical to application layers (§3.1). We
seek a solution that can
(1) Bridge the data charging gap: It should be resilient to both
the data loss and sel�sh charging;
(2) Be friendly to delay-sensitive edge apps: It should avoid
delaying the data transfer whenever possible; and
(3) Support public veri�ability: An independent third party
(e.g., FCC or court) should be able to verify the charging.

4 INTUITIONS BEHIND TLC
We devise TLC, a Trusted and Loss-tolerant Charging scheme for
the 4G/5G cellular edge that achieves all the goals in §3.4. Figure 5
shows TLC overview. Di�erent from the legacy 4G/5G, TLC lets
the edge and the operator negotiate the data charging volume. To
bridge the gap, TLC’s key insight is to let the data loss and sel�sh
claims cancel out each other. This process is latency-friendly: It
will not block or delay the data transfer within the charging cycle.
By the end of the cancellation, a cryptographic Proof-of-Charging
(PoC) is constructed by the edge and the operator. The PoC is
publicly veri�able by an independent third party (e.g., FCC), without
auditing the actual data transfer. TLC can be incrementally deployed
with the readily-available mechanisms on the commodity edge
nodes and cellular networks. It is scalable with comparable signaling
overhead to the legacy 4G/5G. TLC requires the cellular operator
and edge app vendor to synchronize their charging start/end time
and thus consistent charging cycle T (Table 1). This is achievable
via NTP protocol (impact evaluated in §7.2). We next overview the
intuitions of TLC’s key components. The concrete design will be
presented in §5.
Loss-Sel�shness Cancellation (§5.1) The primary goal of TLC
is to bridge the data charging gap without delaying the data transfer.
As shown in Theorem 1, this is generally impossible if both the
edge and 4G/5G network are honest. Moreover, the charging gap

can be caused by not only the data loss, but also the edge/network’s
sel�sh charging (§3.3).

To this end, TLC lets the data loss and sel�sh charging claims
cancel out each other. Figure 6 illustrates its intuition, and Table 1
lists the notations. TLC lets the edge app vendor and cellular opera-
tor negotiate based on their local charging records. For each edge
app on each device, it asks the edge app vendor to report the data
volume its server (device) has sent (denoted as x̂e ), and asks the
4G/5G operator to report the data volume the edge device/server
has received (denoted as x̂o )4. This is readily achievable today (§5.4),
with incentives to the network and edge (§8). Then for every charg-
ing cycle, we have x̂e � x̂o and the data loss as (x̂e � x̂o ). These
assertions hold for all types of the data loss in §3.1 (from physical
to application layer). Given this usage pair (x̂e , x̂o ), the cellular op-
erators may have diverse charging policies: Some may only charge
the data that the edge nodes have received (thus x̂o ), while others
may also charge the lost data (x̂e � x̂o ) since the operators have
consumed their resource for delivery (see [12] for a survey of U.S.
and Korean operators’ policies). We thus consider the following
scheme:

x̂ = x̂o + c · (x̂e � x̂o ) , 0  c  1 and x̂o  x̂e (1)

where x̂ is the �nal data charging volume, and c 2 [0, 1] is a pre-
de�ned charging weight constant for the lost data. We are neutral
to the choice of c: It is up to the operator, and should be de�ned in
the data plan and agreed by the operator and edge. c = 0 means
only the received data will be charged, while c = 1 implies all the
sent data will be charged. If the edge and operator honestly report
(x̂e , x̂o ), they will stop the negotiation with x̂ . This scheme does not
violate Theorem 1: We do not mandate x̂e = x̂o , thus not delaying
the data.

Now consider the interplay between the data loss and sel�sh
charging. Recall that the cellular operators maywant to over-charge
the edge vendor (thus reporting xo � x̂o ), while the edge vendor
wants to under-pay for the operators (thus reporting xe  x̂e ).
However, the data loss poses three constraints over the possible
sel�sh charging claims:
(1) Bounded data charging: The 4G/5G allows an unbounded over-
charging claim by the operator (§3). Instead, TLC enforces bounded
charging (Theorem 2 in §5.1): x̂o  xe ,xo  x̂e . The rationale is
two-fold. First, the sel�sh operator (edge) will not under(over)-claim
the charging. Second, the operator and edge can cross-check each
other’s record. If the operator’s received data is larger than edge’s
sent data (xo > x̂e ), the edge asserts the operator’s claim is sel�sh
and thus rejects this proposal. Similarly, the operator can ensure
xe  x̂o .
(2) More sel�sh charging, less gap: If both the edge and operator are
honest, the charging gap is equal to the data loss x̂e � x̂o . When
either is sel�sh, the charging bound guarantees x̂o  xe ,xo  x̂e . If
xo  xe , the charging gap can be compressed by the sel�sh charging:
xe �xo  x̂e � x̂o . More sel�sh charging can result in less charging
gap by data loss.
(3) Detectable aggressive charging: Once the charging record exhibits
xe < xo , it is asserted that either the edge under-claims or the
operator over-claims: In the same charging cycle, the sent data
4If multiple edge servers are involved in the same edge app and device, x̂e is the sum
of their received data.
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Figure 11: Our experimental setup.

runs Algorithm 2 to decide whether the charging is coherent with
the negotiation.

7 EVALUATION
We assess TLC’s e�ectiveness of bridging the charging gap (§7.1),
and examine its system e�ciency and overhead (§7.2).
Ethical evaluation: This work does not raise any ethical issues.
We understand that some experiments of charging might be detri-
mental to the operators or users. So we run the experiments in a
responsible manner. Instead of operational 4G/5G, we run exper-
iments in a testbed with carrier-grade LTE core and small cells.
Besides, in the tests bene�cial to operators or edge, we test strictly
in a controlled setting.
Experimental setup: Figure 11 shows our testbed. It consists
of an experimental LTE network (with OpenEPC [16] as LTE core
and a Qualcomm small cell), an edge server (HP Z840 Worksta-
tion with 2.3GHz 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2650v3 CPU, 32GB RAM,
1TB SSD, Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920, and Ubuntu 16.04), and
three edge devices (HPE EL20 IoT gateway, Samsung S7 Edge, and
Google Pixel 2 XL). In LTE, the small cell transmits over LTE FDD
band 2, with 20MHz carrier bandwidth and EARFCN=900 (we are
authorized to use this spectrum by FCC for the indoor tests). This
setting is similar to the U.S. operators’ commercial band deploy-
ments. The LTE core is deployed in the server as virtual machines
(using VMware Workstation 15), each running as a function node
(o�ine charging system (OFCS), charging gateways (SPGW), pol-
icy/charging functions (PCRF), mobility management entity (MME),
and home subscriber server (HSS)). The edge server is co-located
with LTE core, and connects to the small cell via 1Gbps Ethernet.
The devices communicate with the server via LTE, and run edge
apps or background tra�c. TLC runs on the edge nodes and the LTE
core network.

7.1 Overall E�ectiveness
We evaluate TLC’s charging gap reduction by emulating three edge
scenarios in §2.2: (1) WebCam stream for video analytics: We run
VLC [45] to stream the edge device (server)’s runtime camera frames
to server (device). The frames are encoded in H.264 (1920⇥1080p,
30FPS), and streamed by RTSP and legacy UDP; (2) Edge-based VR:
We replay the tcpdump logs from [28]. These logs are from edge-
based VRidge [26] and Portal 2 over U.S. LTE operators. The VR
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Figure 12: Overall charging gap (c = 0.5).
Avg. Legacy 4G/5G TLC-optimal TLC-random

Bitrate � = |x � x̂ | � � = |x � x̂ | � � = |x � x̂ | �
(Mbps) (MB/hr) = �/x̂ (MB/hr) (MB/hr)

WebCam (RTSP) 0.77 16.56 17.0% 3.27 2.2% 6.02 5.1%
WebCam (UDP) 1.73 54.68 8.1% 15.59 2.0% 23.72 3.3%
VRidge (Portal 2) 9.0 384.49 21.9% 48.07 1.8% 93.3 4.5%
Gaming w/ QCI=7 0.02 0.34 3.2% 0.18 1.6% 0.21 1.9%

Table 2: Average charging gap (c = 0.5).

graphical frames were encoded in 1920⇥1080p 60FPS, and streamed
via GVSP protocol. We replay the packets (via tcprelay) from the
edge server to the device. (3) Online gaming acceleration:We collect
a 1-hour tcpdump trace of King of Glory, a Tencent’s multi-player
online game with 200M monthly active players in China [46]. We
replay this trace (via tcprelay) from the edge server to the device.
To emulate the acceleration, we assignQCI=7 (for interactive games)
to the game tra�c in the LTE core (for comparison, the background
LTE tra�c has QCI=9 as lowest priority).

We compare TLC with the state-of-art charging schemes. Three
schemes are tested: (1) (Honest) legacy 4G/5G. It is the baseline.
The operator honestly charges the user by gateway’s CDRs (§2.1); (2)
TLC-optimal. It follows the optimal strategy in §5.1, and achieves
negotiation in 1 round. This assumes both operator and edge app
vendor are rational; (3) TLC-random. It assesses the case when
the operator and edge app vendor are sel�sh but unaware of the
optimal strategy. In each round, the operator (edge) will seek to
over-claim (under-claim) its charging volume (not necessarily the
optimal one in TLC-optimal). It thus uniformly chooses the charg-
ing volume larger (smaller) than x̂o (x̂e ) and run the negotiation.
For all these strategies, we run the edge apps and record the data
usage on the edge and network every 1s. Each round takes 1 hour
(i.e. the charging cycle T=1hr). After that, we run above schemes,
and compute their absolute charging gap � = |x � x̂ | and relative
gap ratio � = �/x̂ . We repeat the experiments with various conges-
tion (with [0, 1Gbps] iperf UDP background tra�c to a separate
phone (S7 Edge)), wireless intermittent disconnectivity levels (with
[-95dBm, -120dBm] signal strength), and charging plan parameters
c 2 [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1]. Figure 11c summarizes the dataset size.

Figure 12 and Table 2 show the gap reduction. Figure 13 and
Figure 14 compare TLC charging gap reduction under various con-
gestion and intermittent wireless connectivity levels (c = 0.5).
Figure 15 plots the impact of loss weight c .
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We understand that some experiments of charging might be detri-
mental to the operators or users. So we run the experiments in a
responsible manner. Instead of operational 4G/5G, we run exper-
iments in a testbed with carrier-grade LTE core and small cells.
Besides, in the tests bene�cial to operators or edge, we test strictly
in a controlled setting.
Experimental setup: Figure 11 shows our testbed. It consists
of an experimental LTE network (with OpenEPC [16] as LTE core
and a Qualcomm small cell), an edge server (HP Z840 Worksta-
tion with 2.3GHz 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2650v3 CPU, 32GB RAM,
1TB SSD, Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920, and Ubuntu 16.04), and
three edge devices (HPE EL20 IoT gateway, Samsung S7 Edge, and
Google Pixel 2 XL). In LTE, the small cell transmits over LTE FDD
band 2, with 20MHz carrier bandwidth and EARFCN=900 (we are
authorized to use this spectrum by FCC for the indoor tests). This
setting is similar to the U.S. operators’ commercial band deploy-
ments. The LTE core is deployed in the server as virtual machines
(using VMware Workstation 15), each running as a function node
(o�ine charging system (OFCS), charging gateways (SPGW), pol-
icy/charging functions (PCRF), mobility management entity (MME),
and home subscriber server (HSS)). The edge server is co-located
with LTE core, and connects to the small cell via 1Gbps Ethernet.
The devices communicate with the server via LTE, and run edge
apps or background tra�c. TLC runs on the edge nodes and the LTE
core network.

7.1 Overall E�ectiveness
We evaluate TLC’s charging gap reduction by emulating three edge
scenarios in §2.2: (1) WebCam stream for video analytics: We run
VLC [45] to stream the edge device (server)’s runtime camera frames
to server (device). The frames are encoded in H.264 (1920⇥1080p,
30FPS), and streamed by RTSP and legacy UDP; (2) Edge-based VR:
We replay the tcpdump logs from [28]. These logs are from edge-
based VRidge [26] and Portal 2 over U.S. LTE operators. The VR
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graphical frames were encoded in 1920⇥1080p 60FPS, and streamed
via GVSP protocol. We replay the packets (via tcprelay) from the
edge server to the device. (3) Online gaming acceleration:We collect
a 1-hour tcpdump trace of King of Glory, a Tencent’s multi-player
online game with 200M monthly active players in China [46]. We
replay this trace (via tcprelay) from the edge server to the device.
To emulate the acceleration, we assignQCI=7 (for interactive games)
to the game tra�c in the LTE core (for comparison, the background
LTE tra�c has QCI=9 as lowest priority).

We compare TLC with the state-of-art charging schemes. Three
schemes are tested: (1) (Honest) legacy 4G/5G. It is the baseline.
The operator honestly charges the user by gateway’s CDRs (§2.1); (2)
TLC-optimal. It follows the optimal strategy in §5.1, and achieves
negotiation in 1 round. This assumes both operator and edge app
vendor are rational; (3) TLC-random. It assesses the case when
the operator and edge app vendor are sel�sh but unaware of the
optimal strategy. In each round, the operator (edge) will seek to
over-claim (under-claim) its charging volume (not necessarily the
optimal one in TLC-optimal). It thus uniformly chooses the charg-
ing volume larger (smaller) than x̂o (x̂e ) and run the negotiation.
For all these strategies, we run the edge apps and record the data
usage on the edge and network every 1s. Each round takes 1 hour
(i.e. the charging cycle T=1hr). After that, we run above schemes,
and compute their absolute charging gap � = |x � x̂ | and relative
gap ratio � = �/x̂ . We repeat the experiments with various conges-
tion (with [0, 1Gbps] iperf UDP background tra�c to a separate
phone (S7 Edge)), wireless intermittent disconnectivity levels (with
[-95dBm, -120dBm] signal strength), and charging plan parameters
c 2 [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1]. Figure 11c summarizes the dataset size.

Figure 12 and Table 2 show the gap reduction. Figure 13 and
Figure 14 compare TLC charging gap reduction under various con-
gestion and intermittent wireless connectivity levels (c = 0.5).
Figure 15 plots the impact of loss weight c .

Compared with the legacy 4G/5G
ü Gap reduction: 80.2% in WebCam, 87.5% in 

edge-based VR, and 47.06% in online gaming
ü Marginal overhead: Negligible extra data 

latency and signaling message overhead
ü Scalability: A single HP Z840 workstation 

(public verifier) can verify 230K PoCs/hour. 


